Let 
is constant must be a sphere. We define the support function h : S" ~ -> R by (2.2) h(x) = f(x) ■ x, for x £ S" '1, so that h(x) is the distance from 0 to the tangent hyperplane to M at / (x which will also be denoted by r..
We define the spherical area form $ on S" ~ by stipulating that p*op*(<D) = 07nl A om2 A---AVl.
Similarly, we define an (?z-2)-form ¥ on the Stiefel manifold V by XV A p (rj>) w;ij De cailed the volume form on V. We orient Sn " and V so that <t> and yV A p*(<p) are positive. If A is a Borel subset of S" " , we let (MAT denote its spherical atea.
Let us consider the one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms </> on V defined by ó (e ., c ) a ((cos t)e , -(sin t)e , (sin t)e , + (cos t)e ). an element of V, the curve 0v: R-► S" ~ X defined by o it) = p ° </> iv) is a S" -l -R by setting
where p~ (x) denotes the (n-2)-sphere of unit-length vectors tangent to S" ã t x. In the special case where M is the unit sphere Sn , we can consider df to be the identity map id, and use (2.6) to check that We now apply (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) in succession:
< f~ r n (<?**) A dt < in2A ,A)/(A ,5) = b à/8.
In view of (3.11), this proves the lemma.
Proof of the main theorem. First of all we will specify the constant a . If On the other hand, the fact that y and z lie in Dix, 8) implies that (3.21) |y-x|<zS, |z-x|<<5.
Since y z> cos (25) > 1 -25~, we can find an upper bound for l/|y + z|. Indeed, |y + z| = 2(l + yz)>4(l-S), and our assumption that 0 < c < 1 allows us to derive the estimate (3.22) |y + *|~l < M(.l -((/A)2)-1A < V2(l + (AA)) = V2(l + 8).
We now put the various inequalities together:
h ( (4.4) js2<v*=j/*> ;j2a2*.jrj2*a1». If e > 0 is given, choose 5 so that 0 < S < 1 and g (5) Given e > 0, choose 5 so that 0 < 5 < 1 and g (S) < a,( . If M is an ovaloid whose mean curvature satisfies the inequality |f7-l| < 5, then it follows from (4.19) and the corollary of the main theorem that M lies in the spherical shell bounded by concentric spheres with radii 1-e and 1 + e. This proves Theorem B.
